How Do I Do Research?
Don’t Start Just Yet: Narrow Your Topic
Research Topic
- A research topic is a general area of study; a field of scholarship

Research Question
- A research question is the result of focusing a research topic into an inquiry that one can answer.

Research Problem
- A research problem is a research question focused in light of the constraints of present resources and the need to make research relevant
Research Question 3: How does Philo of Alexandria interpret the birth of Moses in his On the Life of Moses compare with Josephus’ interpretation of the birth of Moses in his Jewish Antiquities?
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✦ Chain Off the Research of Others
  ▸ Mine the bibliography and footnotes of a relevant book/article

✦ “Steal” from Curated Reading Lists: Syllabi!
  ▸ Your own
  ▸ Syllabi Repositories (http://www.wabashcenter.wabash.edu/resources/guide_syllabi.aspx)
  ▸ Google Search: “syllabus site:.edu”

✦ Learn from the Work of Librarians: Research Guides
  ▸ http://pitts.emory.edu/guides
  ▸ http://guides.main.library.emory.edu/
  ▸ http://libguides.com/community.php?m=i&ref=libguides.com
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**Tertiary Source**

- A consolidation of a field of research
- “Reference Works” (encyclopedias, dictionaries, indices, etc.)
- Cambridge Companions, Oxford Bibliographies, etc.
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Secondary Source
- Research written after the event, providing analysis or conclusions about events, works, persons, etc.
- Often journal articles, essays, and monographs
- Databases@Emory (http://pitts.emory.edu/db)
Don’t Start Too Focused: Understand the Structure of the Scholarly Literature

- **Primary Source**
  - Artifact, document, recording, text, etc., created at the time of study
  - Often scholarly editions of an author’s work
Don’t Search Blindly: Know What You Will Find Where
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**Books**
- DiscoverE: http://discovere.emory.edu
- WorldCat: http://worldcat.org

**Articles and Essays**
- ATLA Religion Database
- JSTOR
- Academic Search Premiere
- DBs@Emory (http://pitts.emory.edu/db)
Don’t Search Blindly: Know What You Will Find Where

**Book Reviews**
- ATLA Religion Database
- JSTOR
- Publishers’ Websites
- Domain-specific (RBL, Marginalia, etc.)

**Dissertations and Theses**
- ProQuest Dissertations and Theses (DBs@Emory)
Don’t Read the Wrong Data: Know Subject Headings
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The śrāddha: the Hindu book of the dead: a treatise on the śrāddha ceremonies
Rāmacandra Prasāda
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass; 1997
Available at Robert W. Woodruff Library Book Stacks (BL1239 .5 .A52 S73 1997 )

Details  Physical Resource  Virtual Browse

Title:  The śrāddha: the Hindu book of the dead: a treatise on the śrāddha ceremonies
More title info:  / translated by R.C. Prasad.
Subjects:  Ancestor worship -- Hinduism; Śrāddha (Hindu rite); Hinduism -- Customs and practices
Publisher:  Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass
Creation Date:  1997
Format:  xii, 105 pages ; 22 cm.
Language:  English
Author:  Rāmacandra Prasāda
Type:  Book
Source:  01EMORY ALMA
Source Record ID:  211954730400002486

Links
- Table of Contents
- This item in Amazon.com
- This item in WorldCat®
- Full-text/Preview from Google Books©
- This item in Google Books©
- This item in Google Books©

Authors: Suh, Sharon A
Source: Journal of Feminist Studies in Religion, 31 no 1 Spr 2015, p 137-142
ISSN: 8755-4176
Publication Year: 2015
Language: English
Subjects: Feminist theology; Asian Americans; Buddhism. Buddhists -- United States; Compassion -- Religious aspects -- Buddhism
General Note: Section topic: 'Roundtable: Asian/Asian North American Feminist Theologies'
Publication Type: Article
Genre: Peer reviewed
Issued by ATLA: 12/11/2015
Availability: http://www.jstor.org/ (Publisher's URL)
Accession Number: ATLA43811377
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🌟 Citation Management Software
- Zotero
- EndNote
- Research Guides (http://pitts.emory.edu/guides)
- Weekly Workshops (http://pitts.emory.edu/ww)

🌟 DiscoverE E-Shelf

🌟 File Organization (in the cloud!)
- Zotero
- ReadCube
- box.com
Questions?

Download Slides at http://pitts.emory.edu/ww
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